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Hunting monsters in Florence
Big beasts lurk below
the city’s historic
bridges and a new
company is taking
tourists to tackle
them. By Tim Moore

A

s it passes between the
ochre colonnades and
campaniles of downtown
Florence, the Arno seems
the lazy, graceful embodiment of an ageless city river. A rowing eight lifts its oars at the end of a
training session, gliding towards the
fabled silhouette of the Ponte Vecchio.
Dappled lily patches glitter near the
banks. The missing link in this
comely aquatic scene is obvious only
down at the riverside, five metres
beneath the thronged embankments,
when you gaze across those broad
olive waters and note the complete
absence of surface bird life. There are
no ducks on the Arno, nor coots or
moorhens, and for a reason appallingly at odds with all this tranquil
elegance: every last one has been
swallowed whole by siluris glanis, the
Wels catfish, a gigantic freshwater
kraken. “A siluro will take rats,
snakes, sometimes even pigeons,”
says Oliver Rampley, whose job
entails a daily battle with these beasts
of the river. “They grow to over 3m
and 115kg. I wouldn’t walk a dog
along here at high water.”
We’re standing beneath an arch of
the Ponte Alle Grazie, the river here
barely ankle-deep. Rampley explains
that Fishing in Florence, a tour company he set up this year, owes its
existence to his lifelong love of
angling – he reeled in his first carp in
Norfolk at the age of six – and
to
Florence’s
river-management
schemes, put in place after catastrophic floods in 1966. The regulated
and reliably benign flow allowed fish
stocks to settle and thrive, while
memories of that awful inundation
seem to have deterred local anglers
from enjoying the bounty. Rampley,

‘The f ish will take rats,
snakes, sometimes even
pigeons – I wouldn’t
walk a dog along
here at high water’
who studied English literature at
Oxford, was drawn to the city by his
love of Renaissance culture but was
amazed by its undiscovered angling
riches. He caught his first fish in the
historic centre soon after moving here
two years ago, and has rarely encountered a rival rod since.
Rampley’s under-bridge realm certainly has the thrill of a secret world.
Accessing it requires an expedition
down through the head-high undergrowth that sprouts along the Arno’s
urban flood plain in summer, unseen
by the people of Florence and the
hordes of overseas guests going about
their hot and noisy business far
above. In the days ahead we have the
Arno, and its unrivalled perspectives
of a glorious city, entirely to ourselves: isolation at its most splendid.
“The views here really are something,” says Rampley, as we traverse
the knee-high waters under the
bridge’s furthest arch. “But the fish
are something else.”

bird). Delighted, I tried it again and
copped a sodden hummingbird smack
in the temple. “That would have been
fun if we’d had a hook on the line,”
said Buckley. His farewell advice:
wear sunglasses. “Really big ones,
even if it’s raining. Plus a spare pair
for anyone standing nearby.”
My Arno debut, I’m faintly relieved
to learn, does not require the rig Rampley employs to fly fish for siluri: a
mammoth rod and ancillary kit
adapted
from
saltwater
tackle
intended to reel in sharks. We will
save fly fishing for the following day
and start by dangling bits of bread
from standard rods into a clot of weed
that Rampley has identified as a
hotspot for carp. Almost at once my
rod twitches downwards; I’m too slow
to react and when I raise it a breadless, fishless hook emerges. “You have
to strike hard and fast,” Rampley
advises. An instant later he has an
opportunity to demonstrate, yanking
up sharply before carefully reeling in
a plump, shimmering, pout-mouthed
carp. It looks like a bona fide whopper
to me but not to the man who holds
the record for the largest wild carp
ever caught on the Arno: in June,
Rampley reeled in a mirror carp that
tipped the scales at 18.2kg. He deftly
extracts the hook and the fish swims
gratefully away.
The sun is soon high and hot. We’re
thankful for the shade of the bridge
arches and the delicious breeze funnelled through them – neither available to the shuffling tourist throng in
the airless old alleys above. A broiled
afternoon should be the worst time to
fish but, thanks to the Arno’s
untapped aquatic plenitude, in the
next hour we reel in another three
hefty carp. One, gloriously, is mine: a
tickle, a snatch, a great flapping
splash and my maiden catch emerges
beneath a straining rod. A 12kg common carp, startled even by the species’ wide-eyed standards, is soon posing in my lap for a quick trophy shot.
I spend the night just out of town at
Villa La Massa, a riverside 16thcentury Medici palazzo that is now
one of Italy’s grandest hotels. Fisher-

Advance preparation had seemed
advisable: my angling CV ran to a
single afternoon on a windswept Icelandic dockside with a total catch of
one seagull. In Florence I wouldn’t
just be fishing – I’d be fly fishing,
employing the most exacting rod technique of all in the most extreme manner imaginable. So, the week before
leaving, I went to Syon House in west
London for a casting lesson from
Andy Buckley of Farlows, the
renowned Pall Mall fishing shop.
“You’re going right in at the deep
end,” were his welcoming words.
“Catching fish on the fly is a refined
and delicate art. But you’re off to go
monster-truck fly fishing.”
After four swishy, flailing hours,
Buckley finally watched me perform
the full fly-casting symphony: the two
momentum-building “false casts” and
the dainty tweak-back “haul” of the
line just before the release, maximising the reach of the fly (in this case a
kraken-appropriate wodge of fluff and
glitter the size of a decent humming-

men don’t get lie-ins: with sunrise
marbling the dim sky pink, I’m out by
an urn-topped terrace wall that offers
hotel residents a view of the Arno.
Fishing in Florence has a partnership
with the hotel, so guests can fish in
the villa’s grounds. Rampley is
already there, dropping shreds of
sliced sandwich loaf into the water to
attract our dawn prey.
Iridescent kingfishers skim the
green river and a dog-sized coypu cuts
a long V as it swims across. Periodically fed by gracious hotel staff, we
turn our backs on 20 acres of manicured grounds to gaze at the unfolding bread war below. Minnows are
seen off by small carp, who in turn
concede to their larger brethren. “It’s
all about holding your nerve,” whispers Rampley, flicking in more bread.
“We could catch one of these right
now but that would scare the really
big boys away.”
When half a slice is swallowed in
one, we strike. Again, success is
almost instant, though the reeling-in
of our catches reaches new peaks of
incongruity: rods held high, we lead
our hooked fish through the water to a
landing area, walking right along the
wall as it skirts the now-busy breakfast terrace. Rampley’s is a sizeable
carp; mine, though, is a channel catfish. It’s an almost gentle-looking species compared with the Jurassic, duckkilling siluri I’ve seen in photos but it
still has those defining barbels, trailing from the sides of its mouth like a
Fu Manchu moustache. Rampley’s verdict: “A decent starter catfish.”
After lunch we finally get out the
fly-fishing kit, wielding the threemetre rods midstream on a fast-flowing stretch of whitish water just
downriver from Villa La Massa. My
first practice cast ends with the line
wrapped twice round my own waist.
Rampley’s eyes widen dramatically
before he shields them with the giant
sunglasses I’ve brought along for his
protection. A fruitless hour ensues,
but my technique improves in stages:
lethal, then erratic, then merely unimpressive. I’ve caught a catfish and
been fly fishing – in the hope of combining the two, we head back to the
Ponte Alle Grazie.

From top: Tim Moore beside
the Ponte Alle Grazie in
Florence; with Oliver
Rampley (left of picture) and
a siluro caught by Moore; the
pair cast near Villa La Massa
Michele Borzoni

Details
Tim Moore was a guest of
Fishing in Florence
(fishinginflorence.com), Villa
La Massa (villalamassa.com;
doubles from €430), and
Farlows (farlows.co.uk;
casting lessons from £45 per
hour). Fishing in Florence’s
halfday trips cost from
€300, full days from €400,
three days from €1,000. Tim
Moore travelled to France by
MyFerryLink ferry; tickets
were provided by aferry.co.uk

the Renaissance,” says Rampley,
asked to summarise the experience,
“learning a new skill and getting
some fresh air.”
But as the lights twinkle on in the
darkening streets above us, I begin to
wilt in the face of angling’s defining
challenge: the unrewarded repetition
of a physically onerous task. My right
arm burns with the effort of wafting
that vast rod about and my left wrist
grows increasingly weary of those
spasmodic tugs as I strip the line back
in during the retrieve, hoping to jerk
the fly about like a temptingly
wounded minnow. Rampley has reeled
in and released two biggish siluri, in
doing so luring a crowd of spectators
to the parapet above us. I haven’t had
even a bite: pain, but no gain.
The sun has just settled behind the
Ponte Vecchio’s upper deck when a
brutal, whiplashing thud almost pulls
me into the deep water. The rod tip
bends right back on itself and I fight
it upwards, my panicked yelping a
sorry counterpoint to the overhead

Having never quite grasped the appeal
of angling, in the hours ahead I fall
for it hook, line and sinker. It probably helps that someone else is there to
do all that tedious untangling and
knotting. The cold beers are also a
factor, as is the promise of a multicourse Italian feast to follow. Principally, though, the setting is just so
relentlessly majestic. The sparkling
water, the ancient masonry burnished
by a lingering sunset, the chorus of
quarter-hour dongs echoing out from
all sides. “You’re here in the cradle of

Wild waters

More trips for adventurous anglers
Alaska When the snow
melts, Alaska’s heliski
operators change their focus
to fly fishing in some of the
remotest spots on earth.
Guests travel from
Anchorage to Tordrillo
Mountain Lodge by float
plane, landing on Lake Judd,
then use helicopters to head
out into the wilderness each
day. The quarry includes

king salmon and rainbow
trout. A week costs $6,600;
tordrillomountainlodge.com
Kiritimati Also known as
Christmas Island, this coral
atoll is part of Kiribati, an
island nation in the central
Pacific. Anglers make the
long pilgrimage there to
wade out on to the white
sand flats, surrounded by

bright blue water, where
they target bonefish and
trevally. Aardvark McLeod,
which runs fishing trips
worldwide, offers a week
from $2,650;
aardvarkmcleod.com
India In the Himalayan
foothills of Uttarakhand
state, the Saryu river offers
the chance to catch golden

mahseer, celebrated for their
strength and fighting ability.
Himalayan Outback runs
expeditions travelling down
river by boat and staying in
safaristyle camps on the
bank; earlier this year one of
the company’s guides
caught a recordbreaking
21kg mahseer. A 12day trip
costs from $3,800;
himalayanoutback.com
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cheers. “Give him some line!” shouts
Rampley, splashing up to my side.
“Now reel him in!” I comply, my forearms quivering under the load. When
at last a fish’s head breaks the surface
before us, it is wide and angry, framed
with monstrous barbels. Rampley
strides into the water, stoops down
and takes the beast by its mighty jaw.
As it does its furious best to puncture
his protective gloves, perhaps with a
view to swallowing him whole, I
remember Andy Buckley’s encapsulation of this murderous omnivore:
“Once you’re in that gob, you aren’t
coming out.” Or as Rampley says,
lowering the thrashing monster into
my reluctant arms for the photo: “You
don’t catch a siluro – it catches you.”
At 1.2m and 21.3kg, my broadheaded prize resembles a tadpole the
size of a parking bollard, sufficiently
huge and wrathful to require both of
us to release it back into the water.
Watching it vanish with a single, violent thrash, I am suddenly certain of
my future reincarnation as a duck.

